Post thrombotic syndrome (PTS) is a common chronic complication of deep vein thrombosis of the leg (DVT). Treatment options are limited therefore emphasis is placed on its prevention. Several risk factors have been recognized, but were so far not used for risk stratification or translation into prediction models. Early interventions did not yet result in more successful preventive treatment strategies; for the acute phase of DVT there is equipoise on the value of elastic compression, as well as on catheter directed thrombolysis. There are no drugs specifically targeted at PTS prevention. The use of anticoagulant medication such as direct oral anticoagulants (DOACs) might decrease PTS incidence, but this needs to be corroborated. Both research into more effective treatment options as well as future PTS management may benefit from a uniform diagnostic strategy and the use of prediction rules to better allocate treatment and thereby increase treatment efficacy.
| INTRODUCTION
The clinical presentation of post thrombotic syndrome (PTS) is characterized by edema and skin changes such as venous ectasia, varicose veins, redness, eczema, hyperpigmentation, and in severe cases fibrosis of the subcutaneous adipose tissue. This condition, known as lipodermatosclerosis results in impaired skin perfusion and poses patients at an increased risk of venous ulceration. Venous ulceration is the ultimate and most severe presentation of PTS. In addition to this array of skin problems, patients may experience leg symptoms such as heaviness, pain, itching, cramps, and paresthesia, with a symptom pattern that is worse with activity (standing, walking) and better with rest (elevation of the leg). Some patients experience "bursting" pain upon exercise, known as venous claudication. This is a result of venous outflow restriction, which is most often situated in the iliofemoral tract. 1 Post thrombotic syndrome is an independent determinant of health-related quality of life (HRQoL) 2 with a differential decrease in quality of life associated with disease severity. 3, 4 Also variations in patients' or disease characteristics may impact HRQoL differently.
The "disease" specific VEINES-QoL is influenced by a variety of patient factors such as comorbidity (Charlson score), gender, age, and obesity. 3, 5 Both PTS and obesity (BMI > 30/m 2 ) were found to be independently associated with impaired HRQoL with a five to seven times larger impact for PTS. 5 Post thrombotic syndrome is a chronic condition that is diagnosed based on a clinical score. Although not all symptoms and signs are irreversible once PTS is diagnosed this diagnosis is deemed permanent.
There is no gold standard for the diagnosis of PTS and there might not ever be one, as PTS is a syndrome and thus a combination of patient reported symptoms and physician assessed physical signs. The choice for a clinical score incorporating these features may therefore be the best option. This is even more so when it is considered that a large proportion of the disease burden is formed by the impact on HRQoL.
Just objectifying lesions by imaging techniques or measuring ambulant venous pressure will not encompass the impact of the condition but may be used as confirmation and tool to assist in allocation of different treatment modalities.
Post thrombotic syndrome not a rare condition, occurring in about 20%-50% of patients. Plurality of diagnostic scoring systems may be a likely contributor to the lack of precision in the reported prevalence and incidence of the condition. There are at least six scores that have been used in the recent past, and some of them are still being used today: the more or less PTS-specific scores by Villalta, Brandjes, and Ginsberg, as well as the scores that were intended for the classification of venous disease: the VCSS, CEAP, and
Widmer score. [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] None of the so-called "PTS-specific" scores have been formally validated. It is remarkable that the incidence of PTS appears not to have changed over the years, in spite of many improvements in the management of acute DVT, including better anticoagulation, early mobilization, and adequate compression therapy when needed.
| BARRIER S TO PROG RE SS AND FUTURE PER S PEC TIVE S

| Lack of gold standard for the diagnosis
At the International Society on Thrombosis and Haemostasis (ISTH) subcommittee meeting in 2008 consensus was reached to establish the diagnosis of PTS on a single Villalta score ≥5, at least 6 months after the acute event of DVT (ISTH consensus scoring method).
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The Villalta scale has many advantages, as it has good measurement properties and it is easy to apply. 13 The Villalta score combined with a venous disease-specific quality-of-life questionnaire to standardize the subjective criteria was even suggested as the "gold" standard for the diagnosis of PTS. 14 However, the Villalta scale also has limitations: venous claudication is not incorporated, and venous ulceration cannot be graded for severity. 6, 15, 16 Post thrombotic syndrome is a chronic condition and therefore a diagnosis based on just one observation might not be ideal. Villalta scores tend to be unstable. 17, 18 This might lead to overestimation of the diagnosis, especially in patients with mild PTS. With little or no irreversible skin changes, total scores become more dependent on complaints. Making a diagnosis on just one observation is therefore likely to result in a less precise estimation than making a diagnosis based on repeated scores. This is illustrated by Figure 1 where the incidences of PTS are given for one and the same population of patients based on either on one single Villalta score ≥5 (ISTH definition) or on two consecutive scores ≥5 (original definition).
With a diagnosis based on just one assessment, patients will more often be diagnosed as having PTS; most of these patients will be classified as having mild PTS. 19 For the incidence of moderate and severe PTS it makes no difference, which definition of the Villalta score is used as the observed symptoms and signs are less likely to be reversible.
For future clinical trials on PTS treatment it might be better to select patients with moderate to severe PTS based on the Villalta score and hence study the effect of a treatment in a less heterogeneous population to focus on those patients that are most likely to benefit.
| Lack of prediction models
Up till now there are no prediction models to identify patients at low or high risk for PTS. The fact that patients at risk cannot be identified at an early point in time hampers timely and adequately directed therapy. One of the challenges for the construction of a prediction model for PTS is lack of an objective diagnosis.
| ISTH Berlin 2017 reports
Two models were presented at the 2017 ISTH meeting in Berlin. 
| Lack of unequivocally effective interventions
In the absence of unequivocally effective interventions for the prevention and treatment of PTS, the incentive for the identification of patients at risk has been limited. Moreover, without a clearly defined population at risk the identification of potentially successful treatment modalities is challenging. These two issues are mutually demotivating and may have played a role in the lack of research progress.
| One standard treatment for all patients
Up until now the mainstay of treatment for the prevention of PTS has been elastic compression therapy. So far, eight studies have assessed the value of elastic compression therapy for the prevention of PTS with compression starting in the acute or sub-acute phase after DVT. 8, [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] Three studies have found a significant preventive effect of compression 8, 22, 23 and two did not. 24, 25 Other studies were focused on either shortened duration of therapy 28, 29 or late onset of therapy 9 or on comparative effectiveness of different types of compression stockings. 30 Over the years, several meta-analyses have been published on this topic. [31] [32] [33] Different choices were made concerning the studies that were included, such as the diagnostic strategy used for PTS, the emphasis placed on the assessment of compliance to therapy, and the methodological quality of the studies. These differences have hampered the synthesis of evidence; heterogeneity is high in all published meta-analyses.
A more recent online meta-analysis with continuous updates 34 focused on compression initiated in the acute and sub-acute phase, also including the recently published 1 year vs 2 years of elastic compression stockings for prevention of post-thrombotic syndrome (OCTAVIA study): randomized controlled trial which found that continuing elastic compression stocking (ECS) treatment after initial treatment for 1 year in patients without PTS was significantly better than cessation of treatment, with a number needed to treat (NNT) of 14.
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. At this stage the overall conclusion is that the quality of evidence is low, but that the overall direction of the effect is more towards a favourable effect of ECS as an intervention with a potential for PTS prevention (RR 0.62, 95% CI 0.38-1.01; P = .05). 35 In addition, most investigated interventions for established PTS were directed at the reduction of edema and enhancement of calf muscle pump action including complex lymphedema therapy, 36 veno-wave therapy, 37 or exercise therapy, 38, 39 all with or without additional elastic compression therapy. All interventions resulted in an improvement in the severity of PTS, [36] [37] [38] [39] and all but one resulted also in an improved health-related quality of life (HRQoL). 36 Complex lymphedema therapy on top of elastic compression therapy was only superior in patients with severe PTS 36 while other studies such as the veno-wave study were solely directed at patients with severe PTS. 37 In addition to these mechanical studies, a limited number of pharmacological studies in which veno active drugs (VADs) were investigated for their properties of edema reduction and improvement of PTS symptomatology have been performed; the quality of evidence is, however, deemed to be low. 40 
| Individualized duration of ECS treatment
In a previously reported management study, patients without reflux and with two consecutive low Villalta scores from 6 months on were allowed to stop compression. This strategy resulted in shortened treatment duration for about 50% of patients. Wearing ECS shorter than 1 year resulted in incidences for mild to moderate PTS of 21.1%
and for severe PTS of 2.56%, suggesting that individualized shortening of therapy based on Villalta scores might be possible without loss of efficacy. 18 Based on these findings, a randomized non-inferiority trial was designed. This trial investigated whether the main therapeutic effect of individualized ECS therapy following initial 6 months of ECS therapy would not be unacceptably different from that of standard duration of therapy, and whether the accepted loss of efficacy of the new therapy would be balanced by a reduction in costs and or an increase in HRQoL. 41 The upper margin of the loss of efficacy that was deemed to be acceptable was set at 7.5% (the noninferiority margin). 
| ISTH Berlin 2017 reports
The IDEAL DVT study (individualized duration of elastic compression therapy vs longterm duration), which randomized 865 patients to either shortened duration of therapy (based on a clinical assessment) or standard duration therapy of 24 months, showed noninferiority for individualized shortened duration of ECS. The incidences of PTS were 28.9% and 27.8%, respectively. The absolute difference was 1.1% (95% CI upper limit of 7.2%), thereby not exceeding the upper limit of the predefined noninferiority margin of 7.5%. 19 The IDEAL study essentially confirmed the findings of the previous management study, 18 concluding that individualized shortened duration of compression for 6 months is similar to standard duration of compression for 24 months. The IDEAL trial selected patients based on clinical signs and symptoms captured in the Villalta score. Overall, the outcomes show that with this selection of patients no harm is done. The fact that compression can be stopped in more than 50% of patients after 6 months is likely to be highly cost effective.
| The onset of PTS
The pathophysiology of PTS is thought to be a combination of valvular reflux and venous outflow restriction, the combination of which causes ambulatory venous hypertension, and eventually results in edema and skin changes associated with PTS. 43 This principle is illustrated in Figure 2 .
There is a substantial overlap in complaints between PTS and chronic venous disease (CVD). The incidence of CVD in the population ranges from 13.7% to 19.7% [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] the prevalence of disease is age dependent and therefore increases gradually over time, in patients <30 years this is <10% for both sexes, but the incidence increases with age to 77% in patients aged ≥70 years. 49 BMI and family history of CVD are important predictors for CVD. 50 
| ISTH Berlin 2017 reports
To this end, an abstract was presented on risk factors for PTS in a cohort of patients with a first DVT from the MEGA study. 52 PTS complaints were assessed with an alternative clinical classification score based on the Villalta score. The 1-and 7-year cumulative incidence of PTS was determined. Sex, height and weight were identified as independent risk factors for PTS. The risk of PTS was found to be substantial up to 7 years after the first DVT and to be highest in women and overweight individuals. It can, however, not be excluded that these patients were actually suffering from CVD instead of PTS.
| THROMBUS RE SOLUTI ON
Venous flow is an important factor in the process of thrombus resolution. In a mouse model, it was elegantly shown that reduced flow is associated with impaired thrombus resolution and sustained inflammation of the vein wall compared to the normal flow condition. 53 The inflammatory response increases the capillary permeability leading to edema and a cascade of inflammatory events, which eventually results in post thrombotic skin changes. 
| Mechanisms of ECS treatment
External compression reduces the vein diameter and improves the venous flow velocity; as a consequence, there is a reduction of edema and a better efficiency of the calf muscle pump. This reduction of vein diameter and improvement of calf muscle efficiency is already significant at pressures as low as 20-30 mm Hg. 55, 56 Fluid speed increases when the vessel lumen narrows, thereby restoring the ejection volume (ejected volume divided by the total volume) into the normal ranges. 56 This is in concordance with the observed efficacy of elastic compression therapy even for lower compression classes. 29 The optimal onset of compression therapy for the prevention of PTS is poorly defined and scarcely investigated. Compression in the acute phase might be important for thrombus resolution, the prevention of venous hypertension, and consequently the reduction of the inflammatory response and secondary skin changes. As compression is also expected to reduce edema and pain, it might also 22, 26, 27 All studies showed improved clinical scores for pain and edema; one study showed improved recanalization and patency, 27 and one study could substantiate a reduction in PTS. 22 A major limitation of these studies was the limited sample size. For all other studies that have assessed the efficacy of compression, treatment was started in the sub-acute phase when the initial edema had already receded. 8, 23, 24 In a sub-study to the compression stockings to prevent post-thrombotic syndrome: a randomized placebocontrolled (SOX) trial no differences were found for pain reduction and edema at respectively 14, 30, and 60 days after DVT between the active treatment with compression stockings (30-40 mm Hg) and the sham stockings (5 mm Hg), not even in highly compliant patients. 
| ISTH Berlin 2017 reports
The IDEAL DVT study also performed a pre-planned sub-study on the value of initial compression therapy. Time to compression was within 24 hours of the diagnosis. There were three prespecified protocols for compression in the acute phase. 19 Initial compression was associated with a 15% relative reduction of (predominantly irreversible) skin signs. Compression therapy was anticipated to positively influence HRQoL. 57 However, only compression with hosiery had a significant and clinically relevant positive effect on all HRQOL measures. 58 An explanation for this lack of positive effect on complaints and HRQOL of compression therapy combined may be that bandaging has a negative impact on quality of life, as it involves a substantial loss of autonomy, which is an important trade-off for treatment efficacy. 
| Anticoagulant treatment
Over the years, several risk factors for PTS have been established. 60 Many associations were found for PTS and hypercoagulable conditions. Biomarker research so far however could not confirm that hypercoagulability is an important driver for PTS. Neither inherited nor acquired thrombophilia were associated with PTS.
61,62
Only D-dimer was more often associated with PTS with overall OR of 2.04 (1.02-4.08) in several prospective cohorts. 61 ,63,64 D-dimer is non-specific, and high D-dimer levels can be a result of high fibrin-turnover in the context of coagulation, but may also be associated with processes of inflammation. 65 Inadequate inhibition of coagulation or hypercoagulability may lead to alterations in clot structure and thereby also affect clot lysis. In connection to this, it was observed that patients with PTS make denser clots with thinner fibers that are harder to lyse. In addition, those types of clots were also associated with higher probability of recurrent DVT. 66 Several studies have shown a negative effect of subtherapeutic INR on the incidence of PTS. [67] [68] [69] Rapid and adequate anticoagulation may therefore be an important therapeutic tool in the prevention of this complication. Low molecular weight heparin (LMWH) was found to be associated with significantly better outcomes compared to warfarin for both thrombus resolution and PTS. 70 This might be explained by the fact that LMWHs provide not only a stable anticoagulant effect, but also have additional pleiotropic properties that are endothelial protective, anti-inflammatory and anti-angiogenic. 71 Sulodexide, a heparin-like substance that is active parentally (displaying anti-thrombotic properties) as well as orally (with limited effect on the coagulation system) shows similar anti-inflammatory and endothelial protective effects and might be an interesting target for long-term preventive therapy following initial anticoagulant treatment for thrombosis. 72 It is not known 
| ISTH Berlin 2017 reports
In a cross-sectional study Utne and collaborators assessed whether treatment with rivaroxaban might have lowered the rate of PTS compared to warfarin treatment. 74 The 2-year rate of PTS for patients treated with rivaroxaban and patients treated with enoxaparin/warfarin was compared. PTS was assessed at one point in time at a mean of 24 ± 6 months after DVT using a patient reported Villalta score. Considering the findings of the two studies analysed so far, the protective effect of rivaroxaban treatment seems credible and may be based on a more stable inhibition of thrombin generation and thereby limiting activation of thrombin activatable fibrinolysis inhibitor (TAFI) and thus leaving the cofactor function of fibrin intact rendering the fibrinolysis far more efficient. 75, 76 The suggested potential benefit of reaching an absolute reduction in the incidence of PTS of 11%-14%, is similar to the reduction in PTS obtained with catheter directed thrombolysis (CDT). 77 However, while there is promise, based on the available evidence we cannot yet conclude that rivaroxaban is superior in PTS prevention, and certainly cannot make any statement regarding any of the other DOACs, for which we still don't have any evidence. 78 Therefore also CAM may be a target for preventive therapy. Two small studies so far showed that increased levels of CAM are associated with an increased incidence of PTS, this has been observed for levels of CAM at baseline, 79 but also for levels of CAM assessed at a later point in time. 80 Kellermaier et al. studied
| Plausible targets
48 patients following acute DVT and showed that increased baseline soluble platelet derived CAM (sPECAM-1) plasma levels were associated with an increase in PTS development. Moreover, patients with higher levels of sPECAM-1 also had significantly delayed thrombus resolution. 79 Another relatively small case-control study including 53 patients (26 patients with PTS and 27 patients without PTS) and 26 age and sex matched controls, observed that levels of vascular endothelium derived CAM (VCAM-1), assessed 63 months after the thrombosis were increased in patients with PTS. 80 In addition, Diaz and colleagues showed that inhibition of P-selectin promoted thrombus resolution and prevented vein wall fibrosis better than enoxaparin or von Willebrand factor (VWF) inhibition in baboons. P-selectin inhibition does not inflict anticoagulant effects and therefore may have less impact on hemostasis, in contrast to enoxaparin or VWF inhibition. P-selectin inhibition therefore might be a safe and effective adjunctive treatment option for the prevention of PTS. 
| Veno active drugs
Veno active drugs (VAD) have been on the market for decades and have shown to be effective for the reduction of PTS-like complaints in patients with primary CVD. VADs such as rutosides have also been found to express CAM inhibiting properties. 82 Meta-analyses of randomized clinical trials in patients with CVD showed consistent effectiveness for VAD concerning edema and PTS-like complaints. 83, 84 With the use of VAD a clinically and statistically significant mean reduction of 30% was achieved for edema 83 and a reduction of 15%
for complaints of pain, swelling, and paresthesia. 84 Venous hypertension is the central feature in the pathophysiology of both PTS and CVD and therefore the potential effectiveness of VAD in patients with PTS is credible. Only two RCTs and one registry studying rutosides have been undertaken in patients with PTS. All these studies showed significant reductions in complaints and edema, while only one study assessed PTS severity. [85] [86] [87] Based on current available evidence the effectiveness and safety of VAD for the treatment of PTS is still uncertain and needs to be further investigated. 
| Thrombolysis
Since the early 1990s, thrombolysis has been used as an adjunctive treatment to swiftly remove the thrombus in the acute phase of the DVT. Four RCTs have been published so far, with only two reporting on long-term effects on PTS incidence using the Villalta scale. [94] [95] [96] [97] Thrombolysis is not without risk; there is an enhanced risk of There were also significantly more instances of any bleeding: 4.5%
in the interventional arm vs 1.7% in the control arm (p = .049). As factors explaining the rather poor outcome of this trial the selection of patients (CDT not restricted to iliofemoral DVT) the relatively low percentage of stenting and the incomplete follow-up (with overrepresentation in the control group) were mentioned.
Therefore, considering acute thrombolysis for the prevention of PTS, there is a situation of equipoise. Whether or not acute thrombolysis reduces the occurrence of (more severe) PTS and whether the enhanced risk of bleeding will be sufficiently balanced by the decreased incidence of (more severe) PTS still has to be demonstrated. The Dutch
Catheter directed thrombolysis vs anticoagulation alone (CAVA) study is still ongoing, and the results are expected end of 2018. it increase the risk of bleeding. 101 The most important risk factors associated with the outcome re-occlusion were found to be the location and age of the thrombus and the stenting procedure itself. The optimal type, timing, and duration of peri-procedural antithrombotic treatment for venous stenting need to be established.
| Stent placement in chronic PTS
| CON CLUS ION
Despite advances in DVT care in recent decades, the incidence of PTS has not decreased. Current interventions such as catheter directed thrombolysis have not proven to be unequivocally effective.
ECS the longtime single and most effective form of PTS prevention is now disputed for its preventive properties, but is still valued for its role in the reduction of PTS symptomatology. So far there are no drugs specifically targeted at the prevention or treatment of PTS, and at the same time the available drugs for PTS-like symptoms in CVD such as VAD have not been sufficiently tested in patients with PTS.
Ideally, PTS management should evolve from a "one treatment fits all" strategy with ECS as the only treatment modality to a more complex approach with treatment tailored to individual patients' needs ( Figure 3) . In that scenario, PTS risk prediction is based on prediction models and is followed by a multicomponent approach.
Better allocation of therapy based on a uniform diagnostic strategy and risk stratification supported by risk prediction models might also improve the outcome of existing therapies. In addition, more research should be undertaken to translate pathophysiologic mechanisms of thrombus resolution and PTS development, into identification of PTS specific targets for pharmacotherapeutic intervention.
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